10 ways to celebrate
Harmony Week 2022
1. Share a meal

7. Reconnect with people you miss

Invite your church community or friends to a Harmony meal at your
mission expression or in someone’s home. Ask everyone to bring a
dish that means something to them, along with a card explaining
what it is and why they brought it. It is natural to talk about faith
when sharing food in this way. Play The Salvation Army’s Pass the
Salt game or invite one or two participants to share their faith story.

It can be hard living apart from loved ones, especially if, for you,
that means they’re in another country. Use Harmony Week as
a chance to prioritise a video chat. You could also ask members
of your community to share about family members who are in
other countries.

2. Dedicate a Sunday church service
to Harmony Day
Hold an ‘International Sunday’ service at your corps or centre
and encourage people to dress in their cultural attire. Celebrate
diversity while teaching about God’s heart for inclusion.

3. Check out local community events
A calendar of events can be found at harmony.gov.au. Some events
might even be looking for volunteers or people to share their story,
so consider reaching out to the organisers!

4. Share your story
It can be a powerful experience to hear other people’s stories.
Whether you’re thinking about sharing your story at a corps/centre
church service, Harmony Week event or to your colleagues/friends/
strangers on the street, have a think about why you’re sharing and
what you want to get across.

5. Ask others about their culture
Hearing from others about their culture can be incredibly
interesting and informative, invite someone from a
CALD background to share their faith story or Share
some fascinating statistics about Australia’s diversity
(See Leaders notes for statistics).

6. Build relationships
Local congregations and faith communities can connect to
culturally diverse communities by reaching out and building
relationships. This could be with congregations who share the
same building or who have their own worship space nearby.
You could hold a special service together, a shared social activity,
or even offer your space for a Harmony Week local community
event. You could also welcome someone who is new to Australia
by offering friendship. Find out more information about being a
Welcomer here: my.salvos.org.au/diversity-and-inclusion-team/thewelcome-project/

8. Reconnect with places you miss
If you are an Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander person, put some
time aside to spend on Country. If spending time on Country is
a little hard or unfamiliar, you could ask an Aunty, Uncle, Elder
or friend to welcome you onto their land and learn about their
traditions and practices. For people of other cultures, think
about visiting a favourite restaurant, park or a friend’s house
that reminds you of your culture.

9. Read
Reading about someone’s experience of the world that is
different from your own will foster greater understanding.
You’ll learn about culture, empathy and maybe even some
history you didn’t already know.

10. Engage with Salvation Army
resources
The Salvation Army National Intercultural and All Abilities Team has
produced a vast array of resources that will equip you to engage
appropriately during Harmony Week. These resources can be
accessed at my.salvos.org.au/toolkit/resource/national-diversityand-inclusion-team-resources/1771/

